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INTRODUCTION
Ordering Catalogue Publications
By post: EMC Publications
 PO Box 105
 Rochester
 Kent ME2 4BE
By phone (8.30am to 5.30pm): 01634 729835
By fax: 01634 290175
By email: emc@education.co.uk
Online: http//www.englishandmedia.co.uk

Ordering EMCdownload Publications
Until late Autumn 2014, EMC’s downloadable PDF 
and Video PDF publications can only be bought at  
www.emcdownload.co.uk using a debit or credit card 
or Paypal account.  

From late Autumn 2014, our new English and Media 
website will offer both print and digital publications and 
include an invoicing option for school orders. 

See pages 44 to 59 for details of EMC’s PDF 
and Video PDF resources. Print publications also 
available either whole or in part as downloads are 
indicated in the main catalogue with the logo: 

Welcome
This is the latest catalogue of our award-winning
resources for English and Media teachers, with details 
of the full range of print and downloadable resources. 

We hope you enjoy browsing through our catalogue 
for 2014-15 and that you will find resources to make 
teaching and learning in your classroom enjoyable, 
rewarding and challenging. 

As always we welcome any suggestions for new 
resources and new ways that we might improve our 
support for English and Media teachers. Please email 
lucy@englishandmedia.co.uk with your comments.

Recent Awards and Nominations
Spotlight on Literacy – winner ERA 2014
Arctic Adventure – finalist BETT 2014
Investigating Spoken Language – winner ERA 2012
The Poetry Station – winner BETT 2011
The Poetry Channel – shortlisted Learning on Screen 
2010
emagazine website – shortlisted BETT 2010
Doing Ads – winner ERA 2009
English Allsorts – shortlisted ERA 2008
Picture Power 3 – shortlisted ERA 2007

All Other Enquiries
 English & Media Centre
 18 Compton Terrace
 London N1 2UN
 Tel: 020 7359 8080
 Fax: 020 7354 0133
Courses: courses@englishandmedia.co.uk
Magazines: admin@englishandmedia.co.uk

New Website from late Autumn 2014!
EMC’s new website is due to be launched late 
Autumn Term 2014. The new site will offer a simple, 
user-friendly system for ordering print and download 
publications (as well as subscribing to the magazines 
and booking courses), offering schools the option of 
requesting an invoice for any publication.
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An exciting simulation to develop pupils’ reading and writing skills, with a 
focus on spelling, punctuation and grammar in context.

As interns in a small publishing house, pupils complete a number of tasks, 
including:

• Writing a personal statement 
• Launching a new department 
• Writing a style guide for the new teen department
• Choosing what to publish – evaluating blurbs and preparing a report
• Proofreading a press release
• Dealing with a difficult author – reading and summarising a range of 

documents

NEW

A4, 48-page, photocopiable resource inc. CD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-31-2

11+

Worldfriendly Books – The Publisher’s Intern
Language and Literacy in a Real-World Simulation

£39.50

NEW
• Editing a PowerPoint presentation
• Promoting the new book on Twitter 

• Commissioning a new title 

The simulation provides 10 discrete tasks, for 
teachers to pick and choose from.

CD includes: 
• Full publication as a pdf and additional 

resources

• Powerpoint presentation.
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NEW

Offering critical, creative and comparative routes into texts, Literary Shorts is not only perfect 
for KS3 teaching, but also an ideal bridge to the demands of KS4, including the new GCSE 
specifications for first teaching in 2015. This unique resource, based around short fiction, is 
structured in two parts for convenient classroom use: a pupil anthology and a teacher resource. 

• Stories to challenge, entertain and inspire.
• Covers several areas of the new KS3 National Curriculum: seminal world literature, pre-1914 

and contemporary English literature. 
• Something for everyone, from Rudyard Kipling to Isabel Allende, Katherine Mansfield to John 

Updike, Roald Dahl to Alice Walker.

160-page paperback pupil book
ISBN: 978 1 906101 32 9

Literary Shorts: Pupil Anthology

£12.50 or 5 or more copies: £11 each *

11+

Stories in the Pupil Anthology:
Guy de Maupassant, Rudyard Kipling, 
Rabindranath Tagore, Saki, Katharine 
Mansfield, Thomas Hardy, Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez, Ngugi Wa Thiong’o, Yasar Kemal, 
Alice Walker, William Trevor, Jean Rhys, Roald 
Dahl, Isabel Allende, John Updike, Joe R. 
Lansdale, Geraldine McCaughrean, Jamila 
Gavin, Meg Rosoff, Barbara Bleiman, Kate 
DiCamillo.

* Pricing
1 copy Pupil Anthology:  £12.50
5 + copies Pupil Anthology: £11.00 per copy
1 copy photocopiable Teacher Resource, inc. CD:  £75.00 
1 copy Teacher Resource inc. CD + 15 pupil books:  £220 package
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£75*

A4, 176-page photocopiable wirobound teacher resource inc. CD
ISBN: 978 1 906101 33 6

Based on cartoons first published in emag. Eight 
50x70 cm posters on key areas of language 
study are illlustrated with cartoons by Linda 
Combi. Most suitable for A Level and GCSE.

• Accent and dialect.
• Code switching.
• Figurative language.
• Formality and informality.
• Inference.
• Language change.
• Modal verbs.
• Register.

NEW

 

Language Posters

£20

NEW 11+

Set of 8 posters 50x70 cm supplied in a cardboard tube

Literary Shorts: Creative, Critical and Comparative Approaches at KS3
Photocopiable Teacher Resource

NEW

• Sections on the key features of short stories, including: Beginnings and Endings; 
Character; Setting; Language; Inference; Plot; Structure. 

• Classroom activities to accompany each story in the anthology.
• Interesting, accessible ways to get pupils thinking comparatively.
• Six steps for planning and writing a critical essay. 
• Teachers’ notes and alternative indexes suggesting routes through the material 

and interesting groupings of the stories.
• Print and digital PDF format – activities can be photocopied or displayed on the 

interactive whiteboard.

14+ 16+
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This publication supports advanced level English Literature students in 
understanding what it means to analyse texts closely, providing: 
– activities to develop and hone skills of close reading in different ways 
– a set of practices and a methodology that they can confidently use.

Includes:
• 20 approaches for developing the skills of close reading, ranging from 

close stylistic analysis to re-creative writing, with a focus on language, 
structure and form

• ways of doing close reading on unseen texts

• 58 texts (prose fiction, poetry, drama, non-fiction) from Sir Philip Sidney 
to Billy Collins, Shakespeare to Sam Shepard, Jane Austen to Hilary 
Mantel and Mary Wollstonecraft to Alan Clark

• 20 close readings by academics, critics and writers including Emma 
Smith, Nigel Wheale, Sean McEvoy and Professors John Mullan, Judy 
Simons, Nicolas Tredell and David Punter – and the winning entries from 
the emagazine close reading competition for advanced level students

• CD with full publication in PDF format, plus printable A5 anthology of 
texts.

A4, 176-page wirobound photocopiable resource inc. CD of full publication + A5 
anthology booklet
ISBN: 978-1-906101-30-5

£65

Doing Close Reading
Activities • Anthology • Analysis

NEW 16+

So good to have innovative, practical 
ideas that can be applied, not just to 
close reading papers, but to the teaching 
of any literary text.
Andrea Varney, Esher College

Brilliant! Creative and practical.
Jemima Kettle, Guildford High School

This well-planned and very timely book brilliantly combines an 
anthology of excellent examples with activities and explanations of the 
core skills and approaches you need.
Robert Eaglestone, Professor of Contemporary Literature and 
Thought, Royal Holloway, London University
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Spotlight

Provides creative approaches to common literacy issues for pupils working 
at all levels and in a range of contexts. 

Containing a wealth of interesting strategies for tackling many of the 
common issues, this publication is an indispensable toolkit for the English 
department and beyond. Over 350 pages cover a wide range of issues 
including plenty of ideas for literacy across the curriculum. Basics such as 
handwriting and spelling, getting more enjoyment from reading and careful 
listening are addressed in ways that really get pupils thinking about why 
these skills are important. Other activities provide accessible ways into 
more challenging areas, such as structuring a piece of writing, reading for 
inference and adapting spoken language to different audiences. 

A4, 352-page wirobound photocopiable resource and full publication in PDF form on 
DVD inc. site license for whole school/college use
ISBN: 978-1-906101-29-9

11+ 14+

Key aspects

•  Intervention at all levels, not just for lower ability pupils.
•  Strategies to use both in English and across the curriculum.
•  125 pages of teacher strategies.
•  192 pages of classroom-ready materials.
•  Approaches for 1-to-1 support, group and whole class work on 

specific areas.
•  Explanations and CPD support for teachers, plus classroom 

resources.
•  DVD with customisable resources + full PDF publication for use on 

your intranet.

 This publication encompasses so much more than just KS3 
literacy intervention; offering inspiring ideas and support for 
literacy across the curriculum, this is a truly invaluable resource. 
Oliver Crook, MAG&T Co-Ordinator in English, Glenthorne 
School, Sutton

EMC resources are excellent... student focused rather than 
simply exam focused but still grounded in the reality and 
pressures of the day to day job.
Toby Garfath, Cardinal Vaughan Memorial School

Spotlight on Literacy: 
Creative Interventions in English and Across the Curriculum

£120.00

LITERACY AND LANGUAGEWinner
Best Secondary
Resource 2014
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1. My Language – Influences and Attitudes
2. Telling a Story – From Talk to Text
3. Keeping in Touch – Texts, Emails, Blogs and Letters 
4. Texts For Tots – The Language of Picture Books
5. Mathilda Speaking – Learning to Talk
6. Playing With Words – Games to Explore Language 
7. The Apprentice – How Groups Talk
8. Cocoa Bean – Words That Sell
9. What’s Cool? – Digging For Words
10. Cooking the Books – Language Through Time

Sections of this publication are also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

A4, 128-page wirobound photocopiable resource with 90-min DVD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-00-8

£95

14+11+ 14+

The DVD and print material provides:
• introductory activities, to explore key ideas about spoken language 
• video data and transcripts, for investigating varieties of spoken English 
• guidance on doing a language investigation, with ways of using the 

video data
• explanatory notes and extra resources, including extracts from articles.

Video clips include, among others: a sequence on the language of a 
workplace; a school language day; broadcast language – The One Show, 
EastEnders and Criminal Justice; accent and dialect and the language 
of teenagers; interviews – The One Show, Paxman, Chris Evans, Dizzee 
Rascal; students talking about multimodal speech; speeches.

Investigating Spoken Language 
EMC Resources for GCSE

A4, 128-page wirobound photocopiable resource with 90-min DVD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-14-5

£95

Language Works 
Resources for Exploring Language

Winner
Best Secondary
Resource 2012
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Readable explorations of key topics from leading linguists.

Deborah Cameron on Gender and communication   
Dan Clayton on Attitudes to language change 
Sue Fox on Spoken language  
Angela Goddard on Language and technology  
Paul Ibbotson on Child language acquisition  
Paul Kerswill on Social variation   
Alison Ross on Language and representation
Jane Setter on English around the world  
Peter Stockwell on Textual analysis and stylistics  
Graeme Trousdale on Language change  
Kevin Watson on Accent and dialect       

Language
An EMC Student Handbook on Key Topics and Theories 
Editor, Dan Clayton, with EMC. 

£15 or 10 or more copies: £12.50 each  

160-page paperback student book
ISBN: 978-1-906101-19-0

16+

Each chapter is written with students in 
mind and the language used is accessible 
and refreshingly clear. The strength of the 
approach is its vibrancy. NATE magazine, 
Spring 2013

Also available for
iPad/iPhone in iTunes or the iBookstore 
and Kindle on www.amazon.co.uk

•    Explanations of key frameworks needed to analyse texts.
•    Short texts in a range of genres.
•    Detailed questions on longer texts.
•    Guidance on exploring mode for AQA A and grouping texts for AQA B.
•    Extensive commentaries on activities.

DVD includes:
–    three video clips used throughout this publication
–    a printable PDF of Language Frameworks with texts in colour, for printing
–    a video PDF with video clips, texts and interactive versions of the texts. 

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.  

An Introduction to Language Frameworks
A core resource for AS English Language
Dan Clayton and Marcello Giovanelli, edited with EMC. 

A4, 128-page photocopiable publication with DVD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-21-3

£49.50

16+
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£24.95

Mathilda 
Speaking

Two DVDs following Mathilda from 12 months to 31/2 years (Mathilda 
Speaking) and from 4 to 7 years (Mathilda 2: Talking, Reading, Writing), 
offering a unique insight into Child Language Acquisition. In Mathilda 
Speaking we see Mathilda reading and playing with her mother, talking 
to herself and with friends. Dr Bonamy Oliver, Mathilda’s mother and a 
researcher in developmental psychology, offers an illuminating commentary 
on the different stages of her development. Mathilda 2: Talking, Reading, 
Writing follows her as she plays with both younger and older children, talks 
to her parents, learns to read and writes her own stories. 

Each DVD includes: transcripts of the clips; possible areas of study on 
each clip, focusing on key aspects of advanced language study; notes and 
commentaries. 

DVD with printable PDF
ISBN: 978-1-906101-08-4

Mathilda 2:
Talking, Reading, Writing

DVD with printable PDF
ISBN: 978-1-906101-27-5

£19.50

14+ 16+

A versatile card game, developed and produced by David Kinder, for any 
group of students needing to know about grammar, with the potential to 
bring surprise and fun – as well as painless learning – to your classroom.

Grammaticus is many games in one. It looks and feels like a double pack 
of cards, with the crucial difference being that it’s words and word classes 
rather than numbers and suits on the cards. Fan the white faces out and 
you have what feels like a hand of cards, with the words in miniature in the 
top left hand corner. Use them to play games like Rummy, collecting words 
of particular word classes and building sentences in your hand, before 
laying them down on the table.

Grammaticus

One pack required per 4 students for class work

£9.50 per pack

Fun and easy to use...adds great variety to the 
students’ experience of acquiring expertise in 
language usage. We thoroughly recommend 
it! 
Charles Fordham, Long Road 6th Form 
College

Having trialled them with this year’s AS 
students, they are now firmly embedded in 
my Scheme of Work for next year. 
Phil Parker, Thomas Aquinas College

I wouldn’t hesitate in recommending 
‘Grammaticus’ ... I’ve also had great fun 
with them with a Year 10 Study Plus group. 
Couldn’t recommend them more! 
Stewart, secondary school teacher 

14+ 16+11+
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Provides a rich and varied poetry curriculum for KS3, with units on:

• John Hegley, John Agard and Sophie Hannah
• sonnets
• a poetry trail
• performance poems and song lyrics
• comparative analysis
• poems on a theme. 

The DVD includes: performances by John Agard, John Hegley, Sophie 
Hannah, Patience Agbabi and JC001; Poems on the Box; a pop video; 
visual images to stimulate pupil writing; Sophie Hannah drafting a poem to 
camera.

The Poetry Book
KS3 Series

Pupil book, 144 pages
ISBN: 0-907016-73-1
90-min. DVD 

£10.95, DVD £19.95

an eclectic and inventive 
collection of texts that 
challenge the very 
definitions of the genre. 
I gained enormous 
pleasure simply from 
browsing through this 
book. TES

POETRY

Emily Dickinson: ‘An Hour is a Sea’

Robert Frost: ‘Nothing Gold Can Stay’

Sophie Hannah: ‘Trainers all Turn 
Grey’

Ted Hughes: ‘Full Moon and Little 
Frieda’

John Hegley: ‘Vision’

£35

Set of 10 posters (50x70cm) supplied in a cardboard tube

Fleur Adcock: ‘Toads’

James Tate: ‘Five Years Old’

Edwin Morgan: ‘Glasgow Sonnet’

Eavan Boland: ‘This Moment’

U.A. Fanthorpe: ‘Needlework’

Isabel Thrilling: ‘Children in Wartime’

Poetry Posters 3 
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Exploring Poetry for AQA GCSE
Promoting pleasure, skills and understanding

£95

64-page wirobound photocopiable resource with 2x70-min. DVDs
ISBN: 978-1-906101-15-2

14+

Supporting ‘Voice’ and ‘Character and Relationships’ in AQA’s 2010 
anthology, this resource will build your students’ confidence, make poetry 
study pleasurable and provide support for unseen poetry in exams. 

The heart of this resource is the rich collection of video clips. Poets Michael 
Rosen, Patience Agbabi, Ian McMillan, Daljit Nagra, Simon Armitage, Jackie 
Kay and Andrew Forster discuss key aspects of poetry, including:

• what makes poetry special
• voice in poetry
• rhythm and rhyme
• ballads and the oral tradition
• the sonnet form.

• Simon Armitage: ‘The Clown Punk’ & ‘The Manhunt’
• William Blake: ‘London’
• E.E. Cummings: ‘next to of course god america i’
• Carol Ann Duffy: ‘Hour’
• Norman McCaig: ‘Below the Green Corrie’
• Dorothy Molloy: ‘Les Grands Seigneurs’
• Grace Nichols: ‘Praise Song for My Mother’
• Wilfred Owen: ‘Futility’
• William Shakespeare: ‘Sonnet 116’
• Percy Bysshe Shelley: ‘Ozymandias’
• Jean Sprackland: ‘Hard Water’

£40

Set of 12 posters (50x70cm) supplied in a cardboard tube

14+
Poetry Posters for  
AQA GCSE
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A route through the Songs, focusing on key poems and drawing 
connections across the collection. Balances close study of individual poems 
with activities encouraging students to read the poems comparatively. 

Includes: 
• contextual material closely connected to textual study 
• a range of critical responses
• approaches to develop responses to language, structure and form
• interactive activities and resources on CD ROM plus 35-minute interview 

with Professor David Punter and the complete Songs of Innocence and 
of Experience (illuminated poems and Word files).

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

Studying Blake’s Songs

A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book with CD ROM of whiteboard resources 
including 35-min. video interview
ISBN: 0-907016-87-1

16+

It is foolproof and has saved me!... I 
feel like I have a teacher in my lesson 
supporting me through the teaching of 
Blake. 
Zoe Cunningham, Ardingly College, 
Sussex

£95

Stimulating materials on The World’s Wife, with activities on each poem and 
suggestions for making links across the collection. 

Inventive activities on language include: colour coding for tone; creative 
writing; tracing motifs and images; work on voice and register. Approaches 
to encourage the development of independent opinions include debating 
activities and ways of introducing short critical perspectives. 

Also includes all the stories behind Duffy’s re-workings with extracts from 
Ovid, the Bible, T.S. Eliot and other texts that relate to the collection, as well 
as paintings and other visual representations of the stories.

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload. 

A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book
ISBN: 978-0 907016-95-3

Studying The World’s Wife 

£45

16+

This is an exciting resource which is a 
welcome addition to the EMC’s Advanced 
Literature Series. Activities are varied and 
stimulating, offering opportunities for a range 
of approaches. At 128 pages, the workbook 
is substantial and satisfying but also easy to 
navigate. 
NATE Classroom
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Best of Both
Fact and Fiction Texts for 11-14-Year-Olds

Pupil book, 240 pages
ISBN: 978-1-906101-03-9

£12.50 or 30 or more copies: £8 each

... thought-provoking, stimulating both discussion 
and written work. Well thought out suggestions 
provide inspiration on a dreary day. I have used it 
with Year 10 as preparation for the media paper and 
Year 7 as a stimulus for creative writing.
Liz Goodman, St Olaves School

The activities… always prove stimulating to our 
students.
Hugh Seckleman, East Barnet School

NON-FICTION

From Bill Bryson to Xinran via Nadine Gordimer and an arctic explorer, 
this is a rich collection of thematically linked fact and fiction texts. 
Each chapter includes engaging critical and creative activities on both 
individual and linked texts. Challenging tasks fulfil many of the new 
KS3 requirements – developing reading skills such as inference and 
providing opportunities for a wide range of written and spoken language 
activities. 

 
Includes:

•   texts from different genres, appealing to diverse interests to 
encourage a love of reading: an extract from Bill Bryson’s 
autobiography; Xinran on inequality in modern China; Nadine 
Gordimer’s story of a refugee girl; Gary Rolfe’s account of his near-
death experience in ‘I Fell Through Arctic Ice’

•   both short and extended writing tasks requiring pupils to draw on 
knowledge from their reading

•   texts and tasks for the full ability range: from Newsround to the Daily 
Telegraph.
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Arctic Adventure 
Real World Contexts for Talk and Writing

Using authentic video, images and blogs from the Catlin Arctic Survey as 
a stimulus, Arctic Adventure provides an engaging context for a range of 
creative writing and speaking and listening activities, including:

•   creative reading and writing tasks 
•   letter writing, blogging, scripting a video report, role-playing a radio 

interview
•   dilemmas and emergency scenarios to provoke discussion and debate
•   a final presentation.

Also available as a digital download on EMCdownload and as a multitouch book 
for iPad from the iTunes Store (£7.99). Search Arctic Adventure and scroll down to 
books.

24-page photocopiable resource with DVD with 10 video clips, 4 slideshows,  
PDFs and images. 
ISBN: 978-1-906101-17-6

11+

£59.50

If only all teaching resources for English were of 
the same high quality! 
Will Brotherston, Latymer School 

Fun, rewarding and well-structured.
Teacher, Southam College 

Crisp and coherent package ... lots of fantastic 
opportunities for cross-curricular work. The 
potential for this project is enormous.
Denise Jackson, Kent SEBD School

The DVD includes:
–    ten video clips from the Catlin 

Arctic Survey
–    four slideshows
–    a PDF of classroom activities
–    a 60-page video PDF screen 

version of the classroom 
activities, with video clips and 
slideshows embedded 

–    folder of images.
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Provides all the classroom activities you need to develop students’ 
confidence with non-fiction texts through a wide range of activities on 
surprising and thought-provoking non-fiction, with many short whole texts 
and substantial extracts. Offers explicit and embedded language work to 
enhance appreciation of texts. Includes literary non-fiction by Captain Scott, 
Fergal Keane and Stephen King; instruction texts from The Worst Case 
Scenario Survival Handbook and a parody by Steve Martin; editorial writing 
on controversial topics; argument and review writing and a comparison of 
three styles of reportage on the Bosnian War, including a non-fiction graphic 
text. 

Pupil book, 128 pages
ISBN: 0-907016-74-X
40-min. DVD

The Non-Fiction Book
KS3 Series

£10.95, DVD £19.95

... well-chosen texts [are] the focus for interesting 
and stimulating student activity... The video 
is a must-buy. Maggie O’Kane talking with 
disarming frankness about the work of a war 
correspondent makes riveting viewing, and will 
have value as a teaching resource well beyond 
KS3. TES

This award-winning, bestselling anthology offers vigorous, powerful and 
sustained writing to be read aloud, with engaging activities to support critical 
reading and writing. The anthology includes a wide variety of genres, voices, 
times, cultures, attitudes and issues. Sections include: Style and Culture, 
Travel, Argument, Autobiography, Reportage, Opinion and Letters.

26 new pieces refresh and complement favourites from the original 
anthology, including articles on celebrity, body art, legalising drugs and 
Big Brother; reportage by Ian McEwan and Robert Fisk; Ken Saro-Wiwa’s 
prison letter and Guy Browning’s ‘How to use…email’; lively writing on chips, 
black holes, surfing the web and the art of the private detective, as well as 
new autobiography and travel pieces.

£12.95

Pupil book, 256 pages
ISBN: 0-907016-79-0

The original was a TES Award Winner but this new 
edition seems to have even more bite… some 
cracking pieces. TES

Some real gems of texts and tasks. 
English Media Drama

Klondyke Kate Revisited
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DRAMA

A comprehensive set of materials and activities 
on the dramatic genre of comedy. Provides:
•    an overview from the Greeks to the 21st-

century, with annotated timeline
•    concise and accessible explanations 

of types, features and concepts, with 
activities for exploring the genre as a whole 
and for applying to particular plays

•    introductory activities to set the agenda 
for study and provide students with a 
wide-ranging literary context, including 18 
substantial extracts from comedies 

•   10 production stills to introduce students to 
key aspects of dramatic comedy

•    approaches to encourage students to 
appreciate the plays as dramatic texts

•    substantial sections on key areas of 
comedy (structure; characterisation; genre; 
language; the fool; subversion, misrule 
and carnivalesque; green worlds; identity, 
disguise and cross-dressing; women) with 
practical activities and short integrated 
extracts from critical material to stimulate 
and extend students’ thinking

•    more substantial extracts from critical 
material on Shakespearean comedy.

On the DVD
–  Dr Eric Langley and Professors Adam 

Roberts and Dan Rebellato from Royal 
Holloway, on Shakespeare’s comedies, 
theories of laughter and comedy, and key 
dramatic comedies

–  a PDF of the publication for printing
–  a colour PDF of production stills. 

Dramatic Genres: Studying Comedy 

£95

A4, 160-page wirobound photocopiable resource with 2-hr DVD 
ISBN: 978-1-906101-18-3

16+

They have now surpassed themselves 
with Dramatic Genres: Studying Comedy, 
a fantastic resource... essential reading for 
teaching any comedy text in any syllabus. 
NATE magazine, Spring 2013

Brilliant as ever!
Julie Cuthbertson, Lutterworth College
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A comprehensive introduction to tragedy, designed for advanced level 
students. It provides clear explanations of key concepts in tragedy and 
changing ideas about tragedy over time, from classical theories and 
Renaissance thinking through to modern interpretations.

The text includes short extracts from criticism, a glossary of terms and
questions to provoke reflection on the way plays use the tragic form.

There are short introductions to broad periods and contexts – Greek 
and Renaissance tragedy, European playwrights of the late 19th century, 
modern American, British and Irish tragedy – as well as accounts of the 
work of significant playwrights, including Sophocles, Shakespeare, Webster, 
Marlowe, Ibsen, Beckett, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams and Brian Friel.

Sparky, nicely written and, in spite of its terrific 
scope, aesthetically engaged with a feast of vivid 
examples. Go and get your copy right away! Ewan 
Fernie, Reader in English, Royal Holloway 

An invaluable A Level resource; accessible and 
informative for all students.
Aisha Begum, Seven Kings High School

£14.95 or 10 or more copies: £12.50 each

16+
Also available for
iPad/iPhone in iTunes or the iBookstore 
and Kindle on www.amazon.co.uk

Paperback, 256-pages 
ISBN: 978-1-906101-06-0

£49.95

Arthur Miller Study Guide: 
Teaching The Crucible, Death of a Salesman, A View from the Bridge

Generously illustrated with over 40 theatre production photographs 
and film stills, this photocopiable book provides a comprehensive 
teaching resource for GCSE and A Level.

The activities support students in an engaged and informed reading 
of the plays. A variety of related non-literary material (such as extracts 
from Miller’s trial in the McCarthy hearings, comments and notes from 
the directors of his plays) are made accessible through talk, drama and 
reading approaches. Extracts from the plays themselves are included 
to focus classroom work.

A4, 150-page photocopiable wirobound book 
ISBN: 0-907016-09-X

Tragedy: a Student Handbook
Elizabethan and Jacobean
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£45

A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book 
ISBN: 0-907016-72-3

Pre-1770 Drama: 
Elizabethan and Jacobean

• Introduces cultural, social and historical context through visual and 
textual material from the period and by modern historians.

• Explores themes such as religion, magic and superstition, order 
and disorder, gender, class, science and learning.

• Introduces ideas about comic and tragic genres, exploring their 
roots in Classical forms of drama.

• A case study of performances through the ages, allowing students 
to speculate on how context affects staging and interpretations.

• Offers modern critical readings, with activities to support 
understanding.

• Promotes close reading of the language of the plays, focusing on 
the texts as scripts.

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

16+

Studying All My Sons 

£45

A4, 96-page photocopiable wirobound book
978-0 907016-97-7

Balanced section-by-section activities with work encouraging an 
overview of the play as a whole. 

The flavour of the material is lively, challenging and innovative, with 
sparky ideas for getting through the text. 

Contextual and critical material is embedded in activities on the play 
itself. Imaginative and active approaches to reading the play include 
drama, role-play and innovative group work ideas, while the strong 
focus on language incorporates new ideas in accessible ways.

16+
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£69.95

• An engaging exploration of a text in performance. 
• A focus on the intentions and effects of staging decisions. 
• A look at the influences behind set design and musical scores. 
• An insight into the acting process. 
• Clips from the 1954 film adaptation, providing opportunities for 

comparative work with key moments from the stage production. 
• The 1997 Labour Party Election Broadcast, ‘Second Chance’, as a 

springboard into thinking about contexts and themes.
• Extracts from the Royal National Theatre production.
• Interviews with actors and the set designer.

Part of this publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

A4, 80-page photocopiable wirobound book with 60-min. DVD
ISBN: 0-907016-58-8
60-min. DVD only: £19.95

An Inspector Calls Study Guide The Drama Book
KS3 Series

£10.95
Paperback, 176-pages including the full text of each play plus activities.
ISBN: 0-907016-77-4
90-min DVDs of Hannah and Hanna and Helmet: £19.95

Four plays with an emphasis on: 

• critical writing  
• improvisation  

• key concepts  
• staging.

• script writing  

Hannah and Hanna by John Retallack: the story of 16-year-old Hannah 
from Margate and Hanna, a refugee from Kosovo. 

Helmet by Douglas Maxwell: An innovative play using the rules of a 
computer game.

Mama Yankee’s Life Machine by Ed Hime: A surreal and funny play.

Hey There Boy With the BeBop … by Abi Bown : A lyrical play which is 
both funny and moving. 
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• Contextual material on Venice and Cyprus, women, magic, race, stage 
and film productions, all embedded in activities on the play itself. 

• Short ‘sound bites’ by a diverse range of critics in during reading 
activities and a more sustained focus after reading. 

• A strong focus on language, incorporating new ideas in accessible 
ways. 

• Strategies for reflecting on and recording important issues, themes, 
images and angles on character.

A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book  
with 90-min. DVD. 90-min. DVD only: £19.95
ISBN: 0-907016-81-2

£69.95

Studying Othello

16+

SHAKESPEARE
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A4, 112-page photocopiable wirobound book
ISBN: 978-0-907016-96-0

£45

Richard III Study Guide

Offers a complete route through the play with 
activities on every scene, but is designed for 
teachers to dip into. 

Ensures that pupils experience the play as a 
drama text and offers a wide range of creative 
but do-able drama ideas. Supports pupils in 
engaging with the themes, structure, characters, 
language and imagery of the play.

Also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

£19.95

Romeo and Juliet Study Guide

Printable PDF on CD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-07-7

Fun, lively and challenging activities such as role-
play, a media simulation, creative writing, visual 
and drama approaches and close language work. 

After reading activities include oral, drama, 
media and written tasks suitable for KS3, and 
suggestions for GCSE adaptable for Controlled 
Assessment. 

Also includes 30 things to do with a Shakespeare 
play and interactive whiteboard resources.

Also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

£45
A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book 
ISBN: 0-907016-86-3 

Much Ado About Nothing Study Guide

Photocopiable, wirobound resource, with 
photographs, film stills, cartoons and charts 
offering a complete route through the play with 
activities on every scene. 

Ensures that pupils experience the play as a 
drama text and offers a wide range of creative 
and do-able drama ideas. Supports pupils in 
engaging with the themes, structure, characters, 
language and imagery of the play.

Also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.
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The Hunger Games: An EMC Study Guide

A4, 64-page photocopiable resource with resources on CD
ISBN: 9781906101268

£35

11+

This photocopiable publication, with additional resources on CD, provides 
a range of activities to support pupils in exploring the novel as both a literary 
text and global media phenomenon.

Includes simulations, role-plays and debates, comparisons with classical 
myth and quest narratives, fresh approaches to character and many 
activities that prepare students for KS4 textual study. It also provides 
a manageable route through the text using the film in constructive and 
imaginative ways.

Also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

LITERARY 
STUDY GUIDES
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 £45

A4, 80-page photocopiable wirobound book with CD ROM for interactive 
whiteboards, data projectors and PCs
ISBN: 0-907016-88-X

Offers a well-paced route through the text, introducing the challenges of 
critical reading and writing. Approaches include focused work on language 
and the craft of the writer and opportunities for speaking and listening, 
drama and original writing.

CD ROM for interactive whiteboards, data projectors and PCs includes:
• activities and resources
• short video interview with the author from the BBC programme Imagine
• extracts from the BBC documentary My Family and Autism
• a PDF of the complete publication.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time 
Study Guide

12 self-contained activities to support students in getting to grips with 
the novel and developing the skills to discuss it critically:
•  contemporary images and interview material to inform students’ 

understanding of the period, with a close focus on the insights they 
provide into the novel

•  ways of using the Oscar-winning film to enrich students’ understanding
•  engaging activities to support students in thinking about 

characterisation, themes and narrative style
•  role-play activities to help students engage with, and use, critical 

responses to the novel.

To Kill a Mockingbird Study Guide
12 New EMC Approaches

£19.50

48-page photocopiable publication with PDF & images on CD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-20-6

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload. This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.
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£10.95

Includes the full text of four stories with manageable routes through. 
Provides a range of activities and assignments on individual stories and their 
contexts, as well as strategies for comparisons.

• Focused activities on characterisation, the writer’s use of language, 
structure, setting and atmosphere, point of view and context.

• Advice on planning, structuring and writing a comparative assignment.
• Modelled paragraphs for a critical essay.

A4, 128-page pupil book
ISBN: 0-907016-84-7

Studying Sherlock Holmes

Includes 19 substantial extracts from Great Expectations, providing a 
coherent route through the novel. 

Imaginative and active approaches to reading the text including role-play, 
improvisation and creative writing, to engage and motivate your students. 
Provides a strong focus on Dickens as a writer, with accessible ways into 
language study, including modelled analyses of short passages. Includes 
activities on film and theatre adaptations. Contextual material on the 
Victorian period is used to show pupils how it can illuminate key aspects of 
the text.

A4, 128-page pupil book
ISBN: 0-907016-83-9

Studying Great Expectations

£10.95

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.
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A collection of resources for teaching about aspects of narrative. It offers 
comprehensive and clear explanations of key concepts, with short, pithy, 
critical extracts on concepts and texts (including David Lodge, John Mullan 
and other critics), lively classroom materials and approaches to teaching them. 

Sections include: narrative voice and viewpoint; structure; themes; character; 
genre; dialogue and experiments in narrative. There is an introductory section 
on ‘What is narrative?’ and a separate section on narrative poetry. 

Activities focus on texts studied for narrative units, including: The Great 
Gatsby, Pride and Prejudice, Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, The God of 
Small Things, The Kite Runner, Tess of the D’Urbervilles and Small Island.

Individual activities, based on extracts from popular set texts, can be 
adapted for use with a wide range of different texts.

Studying Narrative

£55

A4, 160-page wirobound photocopiable book
ISBN: 978-1-906101-05-3

Superb ideas for the classroom, challenging pupils 
to make connections in an exciting way.
Excellent and fun ideas which I will be implementing.
Thank you so much for all the brilliant resources.
Fantastic exercises and ideas.
Comments from teachers on the Narrative course

Your Teaching Narrative book is a big hit in our 
office and I am currently in a queue to get my 
hands back on it! Paul Dinnen, Whitgift School

16+

DVD includes 128-page PDF study guide with colour images and 30min. interview
ISBN: 978-1-906101-10-7

Lively activities introducing aspects of the Gothic, in the context of key texts 
and those set by AQA B for 2014 onwards. 

Strategies for close focus and comparative work, critical and contextual 
material, plus a DVD of Professor David Punter talking about key aspects 
of the Gothic such as: origins, key Gothic texts, 19th and 20th-century 
Gothic, the sublime, horror and terror, the vampire, women, as well as critical 
interpretations. 

Activities take on board the need for both a close focus on a single text and 
comparative study of three texts.

Introducing the Gothic – Revised for 2014

16+

Lots of creative ideas inspired my 
teaching again. 
Kathryn Parsons, EMC Studying the 
Gothic course

£45
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• Post: to EMC Publications, PO Box 105, Rochester, Kent ME2 4BE.
• Fax: 01634-290-175 or tel: 01634-729-835, 8.30am-5.30pm, with credit card details or an official purchase order no. from your establishment. 

Do not mail copies of faxed orders.  
• By email: emc@education.co.uk
• Online: see www.englishandmedia.co.uk
• We aim to deliver within 5 working days of receipt of order but please allow 10 days before querying non-delivery. 

NB: This address and order form is for print publications. Do not use this address for magazine orders or course bookings or for EMCdownload titles. 

Title: ................. Initials: .......................................... Surname: ........................................................................................................... Job title: ...............................................................

Delivery Address:......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Postcode: ..................................

Tel no: ......................................................................................................................................................... Fax no: ................................................................................................................

Email: .......................................................................................................................................................... Order no: ................................................... Date: ............................................

If the invoice address is different to the delivery address, please indicate: ............................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

•  I enclose a cheque payable to ‘EMC Publications’ for £ ...............................

•  Please invoice my institution/ local authority (only if order is over £25)

•  Please debit my Mastercard/Visa/Maestro card no: 

Signature: ............................................................... Expiry date: ......................................... Issue no (Maestro only): ............................. Security code: .............................
                       (last 3 digits on back of card)

How to order EMC printed publications
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  p21 All My Sons, Studying £45.00

  p22 An Inspector Calls Study Guide (inc. DVD) £69.95

  p22 An Inspector Calls Study Guide DVD (DVD only) £19.95

  p20 Arthur Miller Study Guide: The Crucible, Death of a Salesman, A View from the Bridge £49.95

  p17 Arctic Adventure: Real World Contexts for Talk & Writing (inc. DVD) £59.50

  p16 Best of Both: Fact & Fiction Texts 1-29 copies, each £12.50

  p16 Best of Both: Fact & Fiction Texts 30+ copies, each £8.00

  p15 Blake’s Songs, Studying (inc. CD ROM) £95.00

  p26 Curious Incident of the Dog.... Study Guide (inc. CD ROM) £45.00

  p37 Doing Ads: Approaches for the 21st Century (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p8 Doing Close Reading: Activities, Anthology, Analysis (inc. CD) £65. 00

  p38 Doing News: Approaches for the 21st Century (inc.  DVD) £95.00

  p40 Doing Reality TV (CD) £19.95

  p40 Doing TV Drama (DVD inc. PDF only) £55.00

  p39 Double Take: Short Films (DVD inc. PDF only) £55.00

  p22 Drama Book, KS3 Series £10.95

  p22 Drama Book, Hannah & Hanna DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p22 Drama Book, Helmet DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p19 Dramatic Genres: Studying Comedy (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p41 English Allsorts (inc. CD) £14.95

  p14 Exploring Poetry for AQA GCSE (inc. 2 DVDs ) £95.00

  p28 The Gothic, Introducing (DVD inc. PDF) £35.00

  p12 Grammaticus (Pack of 106 cards) £9.50

  p27 Great Expectations, Studying £10.95

  p10 Investigating Spoken Language: EMC resources for GCSE (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p18 Klondyke Kate Revisited £12.95

  p11 Language Frameworks, An Introduction (inc. DVD) £49.50

  p11 Language: an EMC Student Handbook on Key Topics and Theories 1 to 9 copies, each £15.00

  p11 Language: an EMC Student Handbook on Key Topics and Theories 10 + copies, each £12.50

  p10 Language Works (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p7 Language Posters (set of 8) £20.00

  p7 Literary Shorts: Creative, Critical & Comparative Approaches, Teacher Resource (inc.CD) £75.00

Order Form for EMC printed publications - download print samples and view DVD clips on ww.englishandmedia.co.uk  

 Title           Price  Quantity   Cost

NEW

NEW

NEW
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  p21 All My Sons, Studying £45.00

  p22 An Inspector Calls Study Guide (inc. DVD) £69.95

  p22 An Inspector Calls Study Guide DVD (DVD only) £19.95

  p20 Arthur Miller Study Guide: The Crucible, Death of a Salesman, A View from the Bridge £49.95

  p17 Arctic Adventure: Real World Contexts for Talk & Writing (inc. DVD) £59.50

  p16 Best of Both: Fact & Fiction Texts 1-29 copies, each £12.50

  p16 Best of Both: Fact & Fiction Texts 30+ copies, each £8.00

  p15 Blake’s Songs, Studying (inc. CD ROM) £95.00

  p26 Curious Incident of the Dog.... Study Guide (inc. CD ROM) £45.00

  p37 Doing Ads: Approaches for the 21st Century (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p8 Doing Close Reading: Activities, Anthology, Analysis (inc. CD) £65. 00

  p38 Doing News: Approaches for the 21st Century (inc.  DVD) £95.00

  p40 Doing Reality TV (CD) £19.95

  p40 Doing TV Drama (DVD inc. PDF only) £55.00

  p39 Double Take: Short Films (DVD inc. PDF only) £55.00

  p22 Drama Book, KS3 Series £10.95

  p22 Drama Book, Hannah & Hanna DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p22 Drama Book, Helmet DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p19 Dramatic Genres: Studying Comedy (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p41 English Allsorts (inc. CD) £14.95

  p14 Exploring Poetry for AQA GCSE (inc. 2 DVDs ) £95.00

  p28 The Gothic, Introducing (DVD inc. PDF) £35.00

  p12 Grammaticus (Pack of 106 cards) £9.50

  p27 Great Expectations, Studying £10.95

  p10 Investigating Spoken Language: EMC resources for GCSE (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p18 Klondyke Kate Revisited £12.95

  p11 Language Frameworks, An Introduction (inc. DVD) £49.50

  p11 Language: an EMC Student Handbook on Key Topics and Theories 1 to 9 copies, each £15.00

  p11 Language: an EMC Student Handbook on Key Topics and Theories 10 + copies, each £12.50

  p10 Language Works (inc. DVD) £95.00

  p7 Language Posters (set of 8) £20.00

  p7 Literary Shorts: Creative, Critical & Comparative Approaches, Teacher Resource (inc.CD) £75.00

  p6 Literary Shorts: Pupil Anthology 1-4 copies, each £12.50

  p6 Literary Shorts: Pupil Anthology 5+ copies, each £11.00

  p7 Literary Shorts Package: Teacher’s Resource + 15 copies of Anthology £220.00

  p12 Mathilda Speaking (DVD inc. PDF only) £24.95

  p12 Mathilda 2: Talking, Reading & Writing (DVD inc. PDF only) £19.50

  p39 Media Book, KS3 Series £10.95

  p39 Media Book DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p36 Modern Novel: Critical Approaches (inc. DVD) £69.95

  p24 Much Ado About Nothing Study Guide £45.00

  p28 Narrative, Studying £55.00

  p18 Non-Fiction Book, KS3 Series £10.95

  p18 Non-fiction DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p23 Othello, Studying (inc. DVD) £69.95

  p23 Othello, Studying DVD (DVD only) £19.95

  p13 Poetry Book, KS3 Series £10.95

  p13 Poetry DVD, KS3 Series (DVD only) £19.95

  p13 Poetry Posters 3 (set of 10) £35.00

  p14 Poetry Posters for AQA GCSE (set of 12) £40.00

  p21 Pre-1770 Drama: Elizabethan and Jacobean £45.00

  p24 Richard III Study Guide £45.00

  p24 Romeo and Juliet Study Guide (CD inc. PDF) £19.95

  p27 Sherlock Holmes, Studying £10.95

  p35 Spies, Studying (inc. DVD) £69.95

  p9 Spotlight on Literacy (inc. DVD & site licence) £120.00

  p33 Texts in their Times: Victorian & Modern (inc. CD ROM) £69.95

  p33 Text Reader Critic £45.00

  p34 The Great Gatsby, Studying (inc. DVD) £55.00

  p25 The Hunger Games: An EMC Study Guide (inc. DVD) £35.00

  p34 The Road, Studying (inc. DVD) £45.00

  p15 The World’s Wife, Studying £45.00

  p26 To Kill a Mockingbird Study Guide (inc. CD) £19.50

 Title           Price  Quantity   Cost

Order Form for EMC printed publications - download print samples and view DVD clips on ww.englishandmedia.co.uk  

NEW

NEW

NEW

Continued over the page....
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Samples
There are sample PDFs and Videos on our website for 
most of our titles. All our recent titles offer page turning 
versions of the complete text.

Site Licences 
The English and Media Centre will grant site licences 
on all CDs and DVDs at no extra cost, except where 
we state otherwise. This means that you can use them 
on PCs or on VLEs, or copy them for use exclusively 
within your school/college. It is not permitted to 
pass on materials outside your institution in any 
form – electronic or otherwise. The English and 
Media Centre does not offer technical support for any 
installation process.

Photocopiable Resources
Where a publication is described as ‘photocopiable’, 
permission is granted to reproduce the materials for 
personal and educational use within the purchasing 
institution (including its Virtual Learning Environments 
and intranet). Redistribution by any means, including 
electronic, will constitute an infringement of copyright.

  p20 Tragedy: A Student Handbook 1-9 copies, each £14.95

  p20 Tragedy: A Student Handbook 10+ copies, each £12.50

  p36 Wise Children, Studying £45.00

  p5 Worldfriendly Books: Publisher’s Intern (inc. CD) £39.50

  p35 Wuthering Heights, Studying (inc. CD) £45.00

  

  P&P for UK: Orders under £25 p&p £4.95, orders £25-£299 p&p £7.50, orders over £300 p&p £10.50
  P&P outside UK: Written quote upon request & pre-payment by cheque/mastercard/visa/BACS required

  Sub-total
  P&P
  Total

 Title           Price  Quantity   Cost

Order Form for EMC printed publications - download print samples and view DVD clips on ww.englishandmedia.co.uk  

NEW
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£45

Text Reader Critic:
Introducing Contexts and Interpretations 

A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book 
ISBN: 0-907016-69-3 

Helps students to develop and reflect on their own readings and introduces 
them to interpretations by other readers, building their confidence and 
understanding of the contexts which shape different readings.

Short accessible activities introduce key ideas about readers, texts and 
contexts. Critical position cards summarise major theoretical approaches 
and are ideal for the AQA B Critical Approaches unit. 

Carefully sequenced activities encourage students to use theory 
imaginatively. Critical extracts include writing by: Terry Eagleton; Angela 
Carter; David Lodge; Alice Walker; 19th-century critics on Jane Eyre; 
Edward Said; Jacqueline Rose. Teachers’ notes provide practical guidance, 
background and key ideas to raise in classroom discussion.

Has all the hallmarks of placing the 
student at the centre of the study 
of literature, and a determination to 
challenge the assumptions inherent 
in the phrase ‘English Literary 
Heritage’. TES

16+

£69.95

Texts in their Times: 
Victorian and Modern

A4, 96-page photocopiable wirobound book with CD ROM
ISBN: 0-907016-70-7 

Contains imaginative ideas for understanding texts in context. Short texts 
and extracts from the Victorian period and the early 20th century are used 
to introduce students to the way in which literary texts relate to the times in 
which they were written. 

While close reading activities remain central, students are supported to think 
about contextual influences beyond the purely historical (art, architecture 
and music). The texts and activities can be used as one-off lessons, or as a 
more sustained sequence.

16+
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Studying The Road

A4, 48-page wirobound photocopiable resource with 30-min. DVD including printable 
PDF of the text. 
ISBN: 978-1-906101-16-9

£45

• Strategies to support students in reading the text independently.
• Creative approaches for teaching about language, structure and form.
• Ways of putting the text in its wider generic and literary context, as an 

example of post-apocalyptic fiction.
• Critical material, including print extracts from interviews with McCarthy.
• A video interview on DVD, with Adam Roberts, lecturer at Royal 

Holloway, University of London. 

The DVD also includes the full study guide as a PDF, a slideshow of colour 
screenshots from the opening of the film adaptation and an article on the 
novel from emagazine.

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

16+

I thought the entire thing very 
impressive and that Adam Roberts 
seems to know his stuff alright.
Anyway, the short version is I loved it.
Ray Cluley, South Downs College

Imaginative strategies for reading and working on the text, ideas for relating 
the text to its contexts and approaches to critical material.

• Strategies for getting the reading done.
• Themes; characterisation; voice; structure.
• Nick as character and storyteller.
• Close linguistic analysis: symbolism, lexical clusters.
• Contexts – historical, social and cultural, literary, including images.
• Creative writing and media approaches.
• Active approaches to criticism.
The DVD includes an interview with Nicolas Tredell, as well as colour images 
and a printable PDF of the study guide, and the text of the novel in Word.
This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

Studying The Great Gatsby

A4, 96-page photocopiable wirobound book with 45 min. DVD
ISBN: 0-907016-88-X

16+

It is proving a really first-class resource in class. 
My students have been unusually vocal and 
enthusiastic about it for slick, cynical 17 year olds. 
A genuine ‘satisfied customer’ here. Stephen 
Gordon, Birkdale Senior School

All superb! Great ideas and extremely valuable 
resources. K. Robinson

I came away inspired, resourced & excited about 
trying out materials. D. Murray

£55
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£45

A4, 96-page, wirobound photocopiable book with printable PDF on CD 
ISBN: 978-1-906101-04-6

Rather than offering a chapter-by-chapter approach, Studying Wuthering Heights 
assists students in thinking about the novel in the context of a wider understanding 
of narrative. It encourages a close focus on key aspects of form, structure and 
language, balanced by an awareness of the contexts of writing and reception, and 
critical interpretations over time. Contextual and critical material helps students 
articulate and develop their own interpretation of the text. Many of the activities 
model the use of evidence in supporting an argument, or reading the text.

Quotation and context cards help students use evidence, test their knowledge and 
revise the text for exams. 

Studying Wuthering Heights

16+

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

An interview with Michael Frayn on DVD complements and extends the 
print material, offering fascinating insights into the process of writing and the 
world of the novel, including discussion of: 

• the theme of spying
• the methods of narration
• the structure of the novel
• representations of childhood
• the use of motifs
• 1940s Britain.

A4, 96-page photocopiable wirobound book 
with 65-min. DVD
ISBN: 0-907016-89-8

£69.95

Studying Spies

16+

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.
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£69.95

The Modern Novel: 
Critical Approaches to Enduring Love and Regeneration

A4, 128-page photocopiable wirobound book with 75-min. DVD
ISBN: 0-907016-71-5

• A substantial introductory section, with practical approaches and 
activities for use with any modern novel, including: narrative voice; 
characters and characterisation; the structure of novels; the differences 
between story and plot; the history of the modern novel; what makes a 
novel ‘modern’; its wider literary and cultural context. 

• Study material on Enduring Love by Ian McEwan and Regeneration by 
Pat Barker, with contextual material and critical interpretations. 

• A DVD, including interviews with Pat Barker and Ian McEwan, in which 
they explore key aspects of the texts. Short extracts from the film of 
Regeneration support the study of the book and there is comparative 
work on the book and the film.

16+

A thorough and flexible resource to support your teaching of this engaging, 
stylistically fascinating novel.

• A close focus on narrative voice, structure and style. 
• An active approach to criticism.
• A wide range of activities and learning approaches.
• Coursework suggestions.

A4, 96-page photocopiable wirobound book
ISBN: 978-0-907016-99-1

£45

Wise Children: 
Studying a Post-1990 Novel

16+

Sections of this publication are also available as digital downloads on EMCdownload.
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MEDIA

A critical and creative exploration of advertising, past and present, for 
students of English and Media aged 11-16, with advanced activities for 
specialist Media Studies classrooms. Includes 90-minute DVD of ads 
selected to embrace key media concepts, different forms and functions 
of campaigns, and current debates and controversies. The publication 
will extend pupils’ media literacy skills, develop speaking and listening, 
independent thinking and functional literacy skills through simulations, role-
play and production work.  

Doing Ads:
Approaches for the 21st Century 

A4, 160-page wirobound photocopiable book in full colour with 
90-min. DVD and additional advanced material in PDF format
ISBN: 978-1-906101-02-2

14+

£95

The most thorough, detailed and best 
researched resource about advertising I’ve 
seen. A huge range of tasks for all levels of 
ability. Enough material to last a teaching 
career... Well-structured, clearly organised, 
totally accessible. 
St John Starkie, Alexandra Park School

Winner
Best Secondary
Resource 2009

16+

Sections of this publication are also available as digital downloads on EMCdownload.

It provides opportunities for students to:

• debate the ethics and regulation of advertising
• write briefs and evaluations, plan campaign strategies, and create ads
• discuss the big issues – health, lifestyle, commercialism, online safety
• discover the language, appeals and impact of charity and cause-related 

advertising
• explore changes in the advertising industry in comic-strip form
• investigate the relationship between ads, contexts, and technology.
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Foregrounds active exploration, simulation and independent student enquiry 
to investigate key media concepts and practices with exciting production 
tasks, case studies and lively approaches to analysing print, online and TV 
news. 

• Structured analytic activities contextualising news languages in a range 
of media.

• Investigations into newspaper readership, marketing and ownership.
• Provocative approaches to news regulation, institutions and 

technologies, tackled through historical overviews, role-plays, 
simulations and mini-case studies.

Doing News:
Approaches for the 21st Century 

A4, 224-page photocopiable wirobound book with 100-min. DVD
ISBN: 0-907016-90-1

14+

£95

Students will soon be genuinely absorbed, educated and 
entertained by the depth of the material and its variety. The 
excitement of Doing News – and the technology to match this 
excitement – is conveyed mainly through the 100-minute DVD, 
which is never less than good to watch, and cleverly edited 
throughout…. As always with EMC resources, there is an 
enlightened approach to classroom activities…. This pack is a 
bargain and should cover schools’ teaching of the news media at 
three key stages for years to come. 
Gareth Calway, Secondary English Magazine

16+

• Opportunities, through production work and research, to debate and 
critically evaluate news values, editorial dilemmas, and cross-media 
representations of celebrity, and local and international news events. 

• Many activities raise issues relevant to Citizenship, General Studies and 
Sociology.

• Challenging activities designed to develop critical and independent 
research skills.
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The Media Book
KS3 Series

 £10.95, DVD £19.95 

128-page Pupil book in two colours, with 20 pages in full colour
ISBN: 0-907016-75-8
90-min. DVD

Includes mainstream, popular and alternative texts across a range of 
media, to move, inspire and provoke. Case studies and simulations explore 
classic student-friendly examples of moving image and popular culture. 
Introductory work on media debates focuses on the phenomenon of 
celebrity and the targeting of young people by the advertising industry. 

Close study of four short independent films which develop pupils’ media 
literacy skills and raise issues of: 
• Representation 
• Ethnicity 
• Identity
• Disability.

State-of-the-art media teaching. 
The activities are rigorous, 
challenging, creative – and, 
above all, really exciting for 
students. Wouldn’t it be good 
if all Key Stage 3 teaching was 
like this?
David Buckingham, Professor of 
Education, Institute of Education

Nine short original and challenging films with PDF Resources. 

Play Movie focuses on analysis, highlighting the ways themes, ideas and 
issues are constructed through media language and filmic techniques. 
Behind the Scenes investigates the production processes through 
treatments, scripts, storyboards, budgets, marketing proposals and 
interviews with the films’ directors. 
Issues introduce key issues through role-play, simulation and discussion of 
non fiction articles. 
Extras: more contemporary shorts, trailers and openings. 

Double Take: Short Films for 11-16 Year-Olds

£55
90-min. DVD of short films, interviews, trailers and bonus features with  
16-page teacher booklet and extensive pupil materials in PDF format on the DVD
ISBN: 978-0-907016-98-4

14+11+

This compilation will be welcomed by 
both the growing number of enthusiasts 
who now regularly use short films in their 
teaching and those wishing to enrich 
their practice by introducing short films 
for the first time.... 
NATE Classroom

Sections of this publication also available as digital downloads on EMCdownload.
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A collection of short extracts from a range of contemporary broadcast 
drama to inspire your students and stretch their critical and creative 
skills. The resource consists of a DVD which includes:
• Extracts from popular prime-time serials, series, soaps, literary 

adaptations, and issue-based drama.
• Interviews with directors, screenwriters and BBC Controller for 

Drama.
• A printable PDF with activities and contextual material. 
• Role-plays, production exercises, simulations and games.
• Guidance for close textual analysis, cross-platform and online 

media study, and institutional background.
• A focus on issues of representation and audience response.

Doing TV Drama

90-min. DVD including PDF of classroom activities and teachers’ notes
ISBN: 978-1-906101-09-1

£55

14+ 16+

A practical and user-friendly introduction to reality TV. Includes teacher 
guidance, classroom activities, adaptable PowerPoint presentations, 
video clips and links to a lively range of clips, articles and interviews.
• Introductory genre games, research activities and a time line.
• Media language case studies; illustrated PowerPoints 

summarising issues of audience, industry and representation; 
resources exploring the reality production process.

• A taster of key debates about the genre and a whole-class 
simulation around the ethics of reality production.

• Selected reality clips and interviews from reality experts, academics 
and A Level examiners.

Doing Reality TV

CD requiring internet access and QuickTime

14+

£19.95

16+
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FOR TEACHERS

A compendium of strategies to engage and challenge students from 
11 to 18, drawing on over 30 years of the English and Media Centre’s 
work with teachers – all sorts of ideas for good, fun, do-able classroom 
activities. Allsorts covers all aspects of the English and Media 
curriculum, from approaches to any text, through essay and non-fiction 
writing, to strategies for encouraging private reading and developing 
media literacy. 

English Allsorts with CD

£14.95

160-page wirobound teachers’ book with CD
ISBN: 978-1-906101-01-5 

It’s blimmin’ brilliant. I can’t recommend it enough! 
TES Forum

A fantastic book, full of ideas for all types of lessons.. 
It’s great!! TES Message Board

The Centre’s gem – English Allsorts – distils years of 
wisdom into an essential guide to 100 lessons which 
you know will not only work, but which enshrine 
good practice, a rare combination. 
Martin Phillips, Freelance Secondary English 
Consultant

This publication is also available as a digital download on EMCdownload.

The CD – Allsorts and Extras
The CD includes grids, worksheets, classroom materials, further 
suggestions and examples to give you a flavour of how the Allsorts 
strategies work in practice when applied to specific texts and topics. 
In addition, ‘EMC Extras’ on the CD includes samples from EMC’s 
publication backlist plus the complete Key Stage 3 Units – 20 diverse 
and appealing units of work for 11-14 year-olds.
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90 pay-per-download English and Media Centre teaching and learning 
resources available only online at www.emcdownload.co.uk

• See pages 45-59 for full details of the titles on EMCdownload.

• Go to www.emcdownload.co.uk to browse the resources, view full page-
turning previews of all 90 publications and preview video clips.

• Pay securely with debit or credit card or Paypal account.

• Download your publication from your ‘My downloads’ folder and start 
using it straightaway. 

See page 45 for exciting news about buying EMC’s digital downloads 
from late Autumn 2014!

43
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Exciting news! 
The English & Media Centre website is being redeveloped. The new website will go live in late 
Autumn 2014. 

44 EMC’s website in development

What difference will this make?
From late Autumn 2014 all publications, whether print or digital download, 
will be available to purchase from the same site, alongside magazine sub-
scriptions and course bookings: one site for all EMC purchases. 

What will the benefit be to schools?
The great benefit to schools will be the option to request an invoice, as an 
alternative to paying by credit/debit card, for all publications, not just the 
print ones.

What will happen to EMCdownload?
When the new website launches, EMCdownload will cease to operate as 
a separate purchasing site. It will, however, remain online until the end of 
December 2014, as an archive site, with all previously purchased PDF and 
Video PDF resources available to download. 

What do you need to do?
As purchases made on the EMCdownload site will not be transferred to the 
new site, please ensure you have downloaded all your products (and made 
a back up!) by the end of December 2014. 
In the meantime, please continue to use EMCdownload as you usually do, 
purchasing and downloading PDF and Video PDF resources for use in your 
classroom.

Any questions?
Email lucy@englishandmedia.co.uk
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EMC’s Digital Downloadable Publications (EMCdownload)

The Hunger Games
An EMC Study Guide

64-page print PDF, PowerPoint, slideshow, images and 
screen-friendly assets

£25.00

This downloadable and photocopiable publication provides a range of 
activities to support pupils in exploring the novel as both a literary text 
and global media phenomenon. 

Includes:
• simulations

• role-plays and debates

• comparisons with classical myth and quest narratives

• fresh approaches to character and many activities that prepare 
students for KS4 textual study.

It also provides a manageable route through the text using the film in 
constructive and imaginative ways.
Also available as a hard copy publication. See page 25.

quality resources at a click 
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www.emcdownload.co.uk 

Buy at www.emcdownload.co.uk using debit or credit card or Paypal account46

£49.50

Arctic Adventure
Real World Contexts for Talk and Writing
With 10 video clips and 4 slideshows

Using authentic material from the Catlin Arctic Survey as a stimulus, 
Arctic Adventure provides an engaging context for a range of exciting 
real-world writing and speaking and listening activities. 

Activities include:
• creative reading and writing tasks – winning a place on the team, 
 a survival diet Masterchef-style, a final email
• letter-writing, blogging, scripting a video report
• role-playing a radio interview
• dilemmas and emergency scenarios to provoke discussion and 

debate
• a final presentation.
Also available as a hard copy publication, with DVD and as a multitouch book for 
iPad, available from the iTunes Store. 
Search Arctic Adventure and scroll down to Books. See page 17.

32-page print PDF 
60-page video PDF for whiteboards

Crisp and coherent package ... fantastic 
opportunities for cross-curricular work. 
Denise Jackson, Kent SEBD School

If only all teaching resources for English 
were of the same high quality. 
Will Brotherston, Latymer School 

Downloadable publications quality resources at a click 
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Buy at www.emcdownload.co.uk using debit or credit card or Paypal account

This pack is designed to support students taking A Levels in 
English Language. Written by experienced teachers and senior 
examiners, Dan Clayton and Marcello Giovanelli, it includes:

• explanations of key frameworks needed to analyse texts
• short texts in a range of genres allowing students to apply 

their learning
• detailed questions on longer texts to provide greater 

challenge
• specific guidance for exploring mode for AQA A and grouping 

texts for AQA B
• extensive commentaries on activities to support teachers and 

students.
Also available as a hard copy publication, with DVD. See page 11.

136-page print PDF
118-screen video PDF for whiteboard

An Introduction to  
Language Frameworks
A core resource for students of
AS English Language
With print and video texts, plus  
interactive screen versions

16+

£39.50

This Language and Gender pack is designed to develop and 
extend knowledge and skills from the Language Frameworks 
download by exploring a single topic. It offers you a set of 
classroom-friendly texts (spoken and written), questions and 
commentaries on those texts and suggestions for further reading. 
The material covers both texts which represent gender, and texts 
which involve gender as a potential factor in interaction. 

Texts include: the text on a shower gel marketed at women; an 
article from Men’s Health; an extract from a Mills and Boon novel; 
four short transcripts recorded as part of an investigation into 
the ways men and women speak; an extended conversation 
between three women and an online chatroom conversation.

34-page print PDF

Language Frameworks – 
Gender

16+

£15

47

Downloadable publications
quality resources at a click 
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Buy at www.emcdownload.co.uk using debit or credit card or Paypal account

A creative stimulus for writing poems based on video performances by 
Michael Rosen and Ian McMillan. 
• four lively video poems by Michael Rosen, three with integrated 

graphics

• suggestions for ways into reflecting on how his poems work, 
focusing on pattern and repetition

• a range of fun ideas for writing poems arising out of Rosen’s 
approach to playing with words.

16-page print PDF
34-screen video PDF for whiteboard

The Poetry Writing Spark
With 4 Performances 
by Michael Rosen

£12.50

Eight short writing exercises to free up students to write with enthusiasm 
and discover their own voice:
• a ‘writer’s notebook’ approach, to encourage experiments, drafts and 

jottings, as a prelude to more finished work

• short examples, suggesting the sort of writing students might try

• encouragement of the ‘habit’ of writing, with activities that don’t 
necessarily have to lead to high-risk assessment.

14-page print PDF
17-screen version for whiteboard

Scribble Away
Activities to Fuel Autobiographical 
Writing

£5.50

48

Downloadable publications
quality resources at a click 
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Based on the story of Chaucer’s tale, this unit develops students’ 
confidence and expertise in creative writing. 

It includes:
• 10 beautiful full-colour images to fuel students’ imaginations

• short writing activities on developing characters, choosing a voice 
and viewpoint, writing a great story opening and writing action and 
adventure

• differentiated final writing tasks

• extracts from Chaucer’s tale, for a taste of the original.

22-page print PDF 
36-screen version for whiteboard

The Knight’s Tale
Developing Storytelling at KS3
With 10 full-colour images

£8.50

Four short animations offer creative and engaging stimulus material for 
autobiographical writing. 

Includes:
• an inspiring range of beautifully illustrated oral narratives

• three self-contained activity sequences for Key Stage 3

• structured approaches for spoken storytelling, autobiographical 
writing, and multimodal writing from life with images, text and design.

24-page print PDF
48-screen video PDF for whiteboard

Days Like These
Ways into Autobiography

£17.50

What fabulous animations 
these are – they offer so many 
classroom possibilities. 
P. Hunt, University of 
Roehampton 

49
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12 self-contained activities to support students in getting to grips 
with the novel and developing the skills to discuss it critically:
• contemporary images and interview material to inform students’ 

understanding of the period, with a close focus on the insights 
they provide into the novel

• ways of using the Oscar-winning film to enrich students’ 
understanding of the text

• engaging activities to support students in thinking about 
characterisation, themes and narrative style

• role-play activities to help students engage with, and use, 
critical responses to the novel.

Also available as a hard copy publication, with DVD including 
colour PDF and images. See page 26.

54-page print PDF

To Kill a Mockingbird
12 New EMC Approaches
With contemporary images and interview material

14+

£12.50

Of Mice and Men and non-
fiction texts. Excellent! Top 
quality resources – just as you 
expect from EMC – really easy 
and convenient. 

£12.50

14+

Of Mice and Men
10 New EMC Approaches

10 fresh EMC approaches to the novel, to add to, and enrich, existing 
resources:
• new ways of teaching about the context

• high-quality readings of key passages

• lively new activities on character and characterisation

• activities to sharpen students’ thinking about language, structure and 
form, including creative writing approaches

• what people have said about the novel – enriching and extending 
students’ interpretations.

40-page print PDF and Video PDF, with 6 readings, 2 songs and slideshow

Downloadable publications
quality resources at a click 
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Tackling the most challenging aspects of the play, this download 
publication provides resources and practical activities to engage 
students in exploring Stoppard’s use of science, ideas like Classicism 
and Romanticism and the structure of the play. 

Includes units on:

• introducing Arcadia
• the Romantic and Classical
• patterns in Arcadia
• exploring structure
• science in Arcadia
• exploring comedy 
• drama activities  
• exploring the final scene.

Written by Juliet Harrison and David Kinder and edited by EMC. 

105-page print PDF, with colour images

EMC Approaches to 
Teaching Arcadia

£30.00

16+

£15.00
37-page print PDF 
73-page video PDF for whiteboards

Teaching Unseen 
Poetry for GCSE

Develop students’ skills and confidence in tackling unseen poetry 
through creative and challenging activities. The activities are supported 
by interviews with Michael Rosen, Simon Armitage, Daljit Nagra, 
Patience Agbabi and Ian McMillan who explore key aspects of poetry. 

Includes:
• strategies to support close language work
• a focus on voice, sound, structure, imagery
• writing and preparing for the exam.

14+

14+

Downloadable publications
quality resources at a click 
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£10.50

Teaching Non-fiction for 
the GCSE Exam
New EMC Approaches

Designed to help you prepare your students for the reading 
non-fiction element of the GCSE exam, this flexible unit offers 
fresh and stimulating ways to deliver the skills, build students’ 
independence and boost their confidence. Suitable for Awarding 
Bodies with reading non-fiction as an examined unit (AQA, OCR, 
WJEC).

• a range of exciting, fully resourced activities using talk to 
develop reading and writing skills  

• carefully selected non-fiction texts to use with the activities 

• model responses and opportunities for students to practise 
the skills they have developed 

• suggestions for independent revision activities.

44-page print PDF 
51-page video PDF for whiteboards

14+

Lively activities to sharpen up your students’ appreciation and 
analysis of the short stories in Sunlight on the Grass. Includes:
• critical and creative approaches to analysing language, including 

‘Writing in the style of...’

• a focus on the structure of the stories: quotations about short 
stories; a structure graph; endings

• investigating character and characterisation through role-play

• strategies to support students in making connections, 
developing their ability to think flexibly and develop an idea

• ways to balance a ‘big picture’ view of the stories with a close 
focus on language

• strategies to help students in revising the anthology and 
preparing for the exam.

£7.50

Revising ‘Sunlight on the 
Grass’
20 EMC Approaches

25-page print PDF 

14+
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£25.00
30-page print PDF 
62-page video PDF for whiteboards

EMC Approaches to  
Kindertransport

At the heart of this publication are video interviews with playwright 
Diane Samuels and Vera Coppard, who escaped Germany on the 
kindertransport in 1939, providing insight into the context for the play, its 
dramatic construction and development, characterisation and themes. 

Engaging and challenging material supports both GCSE and advanced 
level students in their study of the text in preparing for examination.

Also includes contemporary images and production stills.

14+ 16+

A pick and mix selection of activities, with a focus on developing reading 
skills and encouraging independence in reading and writing. 

Pre-reading activities prime the reading. After-reading activities 
encourage critical reflection, while those on key parts of the novel 
include: role-play, continuum lines, creative writing, close language work, 
and reflecting on the writer’s choices. 

Additional resources include a summary of the novel, wider reading and 
ways of using the film adaptation.

This resource is based on Kathryn Schofield’s winning entry in EMC’s 
resource writing competition for teachers (2011) and has been written by 
Kathryn Schofield with Kate Oliver from the English and Media Centre.

EMC Approaches  
to Coraline

£10.50
42-page print PDF
82-screen version for whiteboard
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Downloadable publications

14+

£6.50
15-page print PDF
23-screen video PDF for whiteboard

Media Approaches to 
Shakespeare’s Language

A fresh and engaging introduction to close reading of Shakespeare’s 
language through active media approaches:

• comparing a short scene from A Midsummer Night’s Dream with a 
classic Levi’s TV advert, focusing on editorial changes, word-play, 
and intertextuality

• analysing the ballroom scene from Romeo and Juliet, as the basis 
for the adaptation, storyboarding and presentation of the text for a 
TV advert. 

£10.50

14+

34-page print PDF
6-screen video PDF of interview clips

Doing Documentary 
Educating Essex

Covering all the key media concepts, this download is designed 
to support students’ collaborative planning and production skills, 
independent research, and analysis. 

It includes:

• light-touch explorations of ideas about documentary forms, 
conventions and purposes

• a video interview with Headteacher Vic Goddard on the making and 
editorial process of Educating Essex

• a structured simulation for a production activity. 

quality resources at a click 
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Downloadable versions of popular print publications

Complete Texts
Blake’s Songs: An EMC Study Guide – £45
Provides a route through the Songs, focusing on key poems 
and drawing connections across the collection. Includes 
video interview with Professor David Punter. Also available 
as a print publication see page 15.

Cold Mountain: An EMC Study Guide – £25
Before, during and after reading activities, focusing on key 
aspects of the novel. Not available as a print publication. 

Curious Incident: An EMC Study Guide – £15
A well-paced route through an engaging and thought-
provoking novel, introducing Year 9 pupils to the challenges 
of critical reading and writing. Also available as a print 
publication see page 26.

English Allsorts – £10
A compendium of strategies to engage and challenge 
students from 11 to 18 – all sorts of ideas for good, fun, 
do-able classroom activities. Also available as a print 
publication see page 41.

quality resources at a click 
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Complete Texts

Downloadable versions of popular print publications

Great Expectations: An EMC Study Guide – £15
Classroom activities and resources, based round 19 
substantial extracts from the novel. Also available as a print 
publication see page 27.

The Great Gatsby: An EMC Study Guide – £45
Imaginative strategies for reading and working on key 
aspects of the text. Includes video interview with Professor 
Nicolas Tredell. Also available as a print publication see 
page 34.

Spies: An EMC Study Guide – £35
Activities on plot, theme and character; a close focus 
on structure, perspective, narrative voice and language, 
form and structure; contextual material. Includes a video 
interview with Michael Frayn. Also available as a print 
publication see page 35.

The World’s Wife: An EMC Study Guide – £25
Lively, engaging and stimulating activities on each poem 
and resources on contexts. Includes different readings. Also 
available as a print publication see page 15.

Wuthering Heights: an EMC Study Guide – £25
Encourages a close focus on key aspects of form, structure 
and language, balanced by an awareness of the contexts of 
writing and reception and critical interpretations over time. 
Also available as a print publication see page 35.

Much Ado About Nothing: An EMC Study Guide – £30
Offers a complete route through the play with activities on 
every scene, but is designed for teachers to dip into, with 
lesson ideas and resources suitable for KS3 and GCSE. Also 
available as a print publication see page 24.

quality resources at a click 
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Complete Texts
The Road: an EMC Study Guide – £30
Classroom activities, resources on contexts and different 
readings, plus a video interview with academic and novelist 
Adam Roberts. Also available as a print publication see 
page 34.

Romeo and Juliet: An EMC Study Guide – £19.95
Fun, lively and challenging classroom activities for KS3 and 
GCSE. Also includes 30 things to do with a Shakespeare 
play. Also available as a print publication see page 24.

Pre-1770 Drama Elizabethan and Jacobean – £25
Introduces the cultural, social and historical context 
through close exploration of the period’s key plays. Also 
available as a print publication see page 21.

Richard III: An EMC Study Guide – £30
Offers a complete route through the play with activities on 
every scene, but is designed for teachers to dip into, with 
lesson ideas and resources suitable for KS3 and GCSE. Also 
available as a print publication see page24.

Downloadable versions of popular print publicationsquality resources at a click 
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Doing Ads: 

Levi’s – £15
Analyses Levi’s mythology through 21 video ads, from the 
much-loved 80s 501 campaign, through the lean years of 
the 1990s to its ‘Engineered’ 21st-century repositioning. 

Reading an Ad – £8.50
Introductory Video PDF unit on analysing adverts, 
focused on a case study of Ikea adverts. 

Starting Points –  £5.50
Brief games and ‘light touch’ simulations to pick and mix 
for one-lesson or introductory starting points. 

Also available as a print publication see page 37.

DoubleTake – £8.50 - £12.50
Separate Video PDFs of each film in DoubleTake, with 
classroom materials to engage and challenge students in 
analysing the film. Also available as a DVD see page 39.

KS3 Fiction Pack – from £4.50-£8.50
Four individual units from the KS3 Fiction Pack (now out 
of print) on Junk, Stone Cold, Holes, Oliver Twist and Kit’s 
Wilderness. Not available as a print publication.

KS3 Non-Fiction Book – £4.50 each
Two individual units from the KS3 Non-Fiction Book: 
‘Dirty Dogs’ and ‘Captain Scott’. Also available as a print 
publication see page 18.

Single Units

Downloadable versions of popular print publications quality resources at a click 
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Language Works – from £10.50-£12.50
Three individual Video PDF units from Language Works: 
‘My Language’, ‘Mathilda Speaking’ and ‘Words that Sell’. 
Also available as a print publication see page 10.

Studying Narrative – £4.50
Three individual units from Studying Narrative: ‘Genre’, 
‘Themes’ and ‘Structure’. Also available as a print 
publication see page 28.

Pre-1770 Drama – from £4.50-£7.50
Four individual units from Pre-1770 Drama Elizabethan and 
Jacobean: ‘Context & Genre’, ‘Belief & Learning’, ‘Class & 
Women’ and ‘Order & Disorder’. Also available as a print 
publication see page 21.

Regeneration: EMC Interview with Pat Barker – £20 
Video interview with Pat Barker plus transcript, a chapter-
by-chaper summary of Regeneration, primary source 
material to contextualise the novel and five emag articles 
on WW 1. Also available as part of a print publication, The 
Modern Novel, see page 36.

The Poetry Pack: Developing Critical Skills at 14-19 – £15
A wide repertoire of strategies to develop students’ abilities 
to read and respond critically to poetry, drawn from EMC’s 
popular The Poetry Pack, which is no longer available as a 
print publication.

Single Units

Downloadable versions of popular print publicationsquality resources at a click 



emagazine
The quarterly magazine for students of advanced level courses 
in English. See www.emagazine.org.uk to take out or renew 
your subscription online with a credit card or request an invoice.

The emag subscription website is bigger and better than ever! It includes: 
• a downloadable PDF version of the 64-page magazine which appears four times 

a year in September, December, February and April
• an archive library of printable PDFs of all magazines since September 2008
• a searchable library of over 1800 past articles on all aspects of literature and 

language
• over 150 video mini-lectures by distinguished critics, scholars and writers
• extra web articles and supplements.

Join the emagazine community at www.facebook.com/emc.emagazine

MediaMagazine
The quarterly magazine for students of advanced level courses 
in Media and Film. See www.mediamagazine.org.uk to take out 
or renew your subscription online with a credit card or request 
an invoice.

The MediaMag subscription website is growing! It now includes:
• a downloadable PDF version of the 64-page magazine which appears four times  
 a year in September, December, February and April
• an archive library of printable PDFs of all magazines since September 2008
• in MediaMagClips, bite-sized interview clips with leading media academics and 
  practitioners 
• a searchable library of over 1400 past articles on all aspects of media
• prize-winning videos from our MediaMag Production competitions
• extra web articles and supplements.

Join the MediaMagazine community at www.facebook.com/mediamag.emc


